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Technology

DURING

TANKS

The Allies began developing these armored
‘landships’ in 1915, but the first tanks didn’t make
their way into battle until the Somme offensive the
following year. So named due to their resemblance to
water tanks (and disguised as such on their way to the
front). In battle they proved to be cumbersome death
traps more adept at killing their own occupants than
the enemy. But their potential was undeniable, and
by July 1918 The Tank Corps was established,
garnering almost 30,000 members by the end of the
war.

Tracer Bullets
While
the
Great
War
involved a lot of futile
activity, fighting at night was
especially
unproductive
because there was no way
to see where you were
shooting. Night combat was
made somewhat easier by
the British invention of tracer
bullets—rounds
which
emitted small amounts of
flammable material that left a
phosphorescent trail. The
first attempt, in 1915, wasn’t
actually that useful, as the
trail was “erratic” and limited
to 100 meters, but the
second
tracer
model
developed in 1916, the .303
SPG Mark VIIG, emitted a
regular bright green-white
trail and was a real hit (get
it?). Its popularity was due in
part to an unexpected sidebenefit: the flammable agent
could ignite hydrogen, which
made it perfect for “balloonbusting”
the
German
zeppelins then terrorizing
England.
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Prior to World War I, machine guns
were heavy and pretty much
immobile. If they were going to be
used on the front lines in a war
effectively, the machine gun would
need to become lighter and easily
carried by troops. The French were
the first to solve this problem and by
the end of the war, both sides were
using the machine gun to inflict large
casualty numbers. Artillery also
helped the war effort. Shrapnel and
debris from artillery shells killed
more than guns did. Plus, artillery
allowed troops to shell the enemy
from more than 10 miles away.

Trench Warfare
From the end of 1914 through 1918, the warring armies on the Western
Front faced each other from a vast system of deep trenches. There, millions
of soldiers lived out in the open, sharing their food with rats and their beds
with lice. Between the opposing trench lines lay “no man’s land.” In this tract
of land pocked with shell holes, every
house and tree had long since been
destroyed. Sooner or later, soldiers
would go “Over the top,” charging into
this manmade desert. With luck, the
attackers might overrun a few enemy
trenches. In time, the enemy would
launch a counterattack, with similar
results. The struggle continued, back
and forth, over a few hundred yards of
territory.

FLAMETHROWERS
Although the Byzantines and Chinese used
weapons that hurled flaming material in the
medieval period, the first design for a modern
flamethrower was submitted to the German Army
by Richard Fiedler in 1901, and the devices were
tested by the Germans with an experimental
detachment in 1911. Their true potential was only
realized during trench warfare, however. After a
massed assault on enemy lines, it wasn’t
uncommon for enemy soldiers to hole up in bunkers
and dugouts hollowed into the side of the trenches.
Unlike grenades, flamethrowers could “neutralize”
(i.e. burn alive) enemy soldiers in these confined
spaces without inflicting structural damage (the
bunkers might come in handy for the new
residents). The flamethrower was first used by
German troops near Verdun in February 1915.

Poison gas was used by both sides with devastating results (well, sometimes) during the
Great War. The Germans pioneered the large-scale use of chemical weapons with a gas
attack on Russian positions on January 31, 1915, during the Battle of Bolimov, but low
temperatures froze the poison (xylyl bromide) in the shells. The first successful use of
chemical weapons occurred on April 22, 1915, near Ypres, when the Germans sprayed
chlorine gas from large cylinders towards trenches held by French colonial troops. The
defenders fled, but typically for the First World War, this didn’t yield a decisive result: the
Germans were slow to follow up with infantry attacks, the gas dissipated, and the Allied
defenses were restored. Before long, of course, the Allies were using poison gas too, and
over the course of the war both sides resorted to increasingly insidious compounds to beat
gas masks, another new invention; thus the overall result was a huge increase in misery for
not much change in the strategic situation (a recurring theme of the war).

Tactical Air Support

Less than fifteen years after the Wright brothers flew at Kitty Hawk, those new-fangled flying
contraptions called airplanes were being used for reconnaissance in WW1, along with balloons and
airships. The initial plane builds were primitive, but necessity did its job, and soon both sides were
racing to design mono and biplane fighters that could hold heavy bombs and machine guns while
maintaining (or, at this point, having) maneuverability. By mid-1915, the infantries were already getting
some entertainment by watching dogfights in the skies, and air superiority became a significant factor in
tactical success in the second half of the war.

ZEPPELINS
In the early months of World
War I, the German military
employed airships, which
were capable of traveling 85
miles per hour and hauling
two tons of explosives. In
January
1915,
German
zeppelins attacked Great
Britain for the first time.
While the raids were not
particularly
a
tactical
success, they did incite fear
in British civilians. It also
meant England had to leave
part of its fighter squadrons
behind to defend against air
attack. Searchlights scanned
the skies looking for
enemies. By 1916 the British
had learned to attack the
zeppelin’s
vulnerability,
their
highly
flammable
hydrogen.

Submarines proved much more
important than aircraft during WWI.
German U-boats (nicknamed from the
German
word
for
submarine,
Unterseeboot) did tremendous damage
to the Allied side, sinking merchant
ships carrying vital supplies to Britain.
To defend against the U-boats Allies
organized conveys to protect merchant
ships. During the course of the war
German U-boats sank almost 5,000
ships.

U-boats & Depth Charges

The German U-boat campaign against Allied shipping sank millions of tons of cargo and killed tens of
thousands of sailors and civilians, forcing the Allies to figure out a way to combat the submarine menace. The
solution was the depth charge, basically an underwater bomb that could be lobbed from the deck of a ship
using a catapult or chute. Depth charges were set to go off at a certain depth by a hydrostatic pistol that
measured water pressure, insuring the depth charge wouldn’t damage surface vessels, including the launch
ship. After the idea was sketched out in 1913, the first practical depth charge, the Type D, was produced by
the Royal Navy’s Torpedo and Mine School in January 1916. The first German U-boat sunk by depth charge
was the U-68, destroyed on March 22, 1916. The hydrophone, an underwater microphone, helped to locate
the position of U-boats up to 25 miles away.

The motorcycle first saw large-scale deployment during
World War I. Motorcycles proved most useful for
delivering messages. They also provided an ideal way to
rapidly deploy machine gun crews into position. Medical
units used them to evacuate wounded on stretcherequipped sidecars, and to return medical supplies and
ammunition to the front lines. They were also used for
reconnaissance and for doing perimeter security patrols

Barbed Wire
As early as the 1880s, the world’s militaries began
adopting the novel new invention as a means of
preventing enemy infiltration. By the outbreak of the First
World War, Europe’s militaries had long since added
barbed wire to their inventories. After the First Battle of
the Marne and the rise of static trench warfare on the
Western Front, barbed wire appeared on both sides of No
Man’s Land in ever increasing quantities. It seemed as if
factories on both sides of the conflict couldn’t produce the
stuff fast enough.

With millions of soldiers
suffering
grievous,
lifethreatening injuries, there was
obviously a huge need during
the Great War for the new
wonder weapon of medical
diagnostics, the X-ray—but
these required very large
machines that were both too
bulky and too delicate to move.
Enter Marie Curie, who set to
work creating mobile X-ray
stations for the French military
immediately after the outbreak
of war; by October 1914, she
had installed X-ray machines
in several cars and small
trucks which toured smaller
surgical stations at the front.
By the end of the war there
were 18 of these “radiologic
cars” or “Little Curies” in
operation.

MOBILE X-RAY MACHINES

MOTORCYCLES

